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Abstract: Channelling has been observed in laboratory and field experiments on fractured rock at various scales. 11 

However, it is still an open research issue whether a sparse channel network is likely to be a better model than 12 

the fracture network model for representing the flow system in tight fractured rock of low transmissivity. The 13 

present paper presents a literature study to bring together information useful for addressing this issue. Several 14 

key questions are discussed, namely (a) what are the evidences of channelized flow in fractured rock with la-15 

boratory and field measurements? (b) what is the relationship between generalized flow dimensions from well 16 

test analysis and sparse channel network models? (c) what is the significance of fracture shapes in hydraulic 17 

connectivity? (d) how the probability of flow channels encountering a waste canister deposition hole in a nuclear 18 

waste repository relates to the characteristics of a sparse channel model? and (e) are there any specific site stud-19 

ies where sparse channel models have been used to model the flow and transport in fractured rock? A summary, 20 

a general discussion and some suggestions conclude the paper. 21 

 22 

Keywords: Channelized flow · sparse channels · flow dimension · fracture shape · hydraulic connectivity 23 

 24 

1. INTRODUCTION 25 

1.1 Modelling flow and transport in fractured rocks 26 

Flow and transport in fractured rock at multiple scales continue to be an active area of scientific research 27 

(Neuman 2005; Berkowitz 2002; Sahimi 2011) because of on-going activities in several countries as part of their 28 

investigation for the development of nuclear waste repositories in fractured rock deep underground. In particular, 29 
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Sweden is planning a nuclear repository in the municipality of Forsmark (SKB 2008), whereas in Finland, a 30 

nuclear waste repository is planned to be constructed in Olkiluoto (Posiva 2009 a, b).  31 

There are a number of issues that need to be addressed when modelling flow and transport in fractured rock 32 

under field conditions. These include characterization of the fractures in the rock, as well as model parameteriza-33 

tion and upscaling of these parameters, from local small-scale measurements to the scale of repository models. 34 

All these issues are complicated by a high level of heterogeneity found in fractured rock, including that arising 35 

from aperture heterogeneity in individual fractures. Stochastic continuum (SC), discrete fracture network (DFN), 36 

and channel network (CN) models (Fig. 1) have been developed and used to describe the flow and transport in 37 

fractured rock. 38 

 39 

 40 
Fig. 1 Models to study groundwater flow and solute transport in fractured rocks (from Selroos et al., 2002) 41 

 42 

In stochastic continuum models (Hartley et al. 2006; Follin 2008; Neuman et al. 1987), the fractured rock 43 

may be represented as an equivalent homogeneous porous medium with groundwater flow governed by Darcy’s 44 

law. The hydraulic conductivity of the equivalent system is treated as a random spatial distribution of 45 

block/element hydraulic conductivities that represent the spatially averaged properties over the fractures of the 46 

block. This approach is applicable at small and relatively large scales, where local scale variability has to be 47 

taken into account but the effect of individual fractures can be neglected. 48 
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In discrete fracture network models (Long et al. 1982; Cacas et al. 1990 a,b; Berkowitz 2002; Joyce et al. 49 

2009; Sahimi 2011; Hartley and Roberts 2012), the groundwater flow and transport in fractured rocks are as-50 

sumed to occur primarily within fractures. The resulting fracture networks are converted to three-dimensional 51 

networks of essentially one-dimensional pipes (Fig. 2). Fracture networks are thus mostly modelled as consisting 52 

of constant aperture open fractures that intersect each other forming a conductive network. Each fracture is as-53 

signed with a volume, size and transmissivity and may be simulated as deterministic or stochastic (Dershowitz 54 

and Fidelibus 1999). Deterministic representations are used when the location, extent, and orientation of particu-55 

lar fractures are well defined from data. Stochastic representations of fractures are often based on statistical pa-56 

rameters of probabilistic distributions of geometric properties, rather than detailed geometric data themselves. 57 

The equations representing the flow and transport in the interconnected fracture system are then solved. The 58 

scale of the network simulations is typically limited due to computational constraints.  59 

 60 

 61 

Fig. 2 Discrete fracture network (DFN) conceptual model (from Selroos et al., 2002) 62 

 63 

 One of the main drawbacks of these models is that they need a large and very detailed data set on fracture 64 

orientations, fracture size distributions and fracture conductivity distributions, plus some major assumptions 65 

related to translating the field observations to parameters used in the models, and these can be difficult to vali-66 

date. Field data can be obtained from borehole transmissivity measurements and observations on fracture widths. 67 
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Calibrations can be made with observations in drifts and tunnels. A considerable number of papers on network 68 

modeling are referenced in Neuman (2005), who also gave an overview of the difficulties and intricacies encoun-69 

tered in modeling flow and transport in fractured media (see also Tsang, 2005).  70 

 Fracture-scale aperture variability can be included within the fracture-network models (Painter 2006; 71 

Nordqvist et al. 1996), but this further increases computational demands, thus limiting the scale of model for 72 

which computation can reasonably be done. Aperture variability within a fracture causes flow channelling, 73 

where the water flow is focused in a few channels with least overall resistance and with the remaining areas of 74 

the fracture having practically stagnant water (Neretnieks 1993; Tsang and Tsang 1989; Tsang and Neretnieks 75 

1998). The so called “flow wetted surface” is defined as the area of the fractures covered by flowing water apart 76 

from the fracture areas covered by essentially stagnant water (Moreno and Neretnieks 1993). In work of Larsson 77 

et al. (2012a, 2013a), the influence of different degrees of heterogeneity in fracture-aperture distributions (as 78 

described by their statistic properties) on solute transport is examined and quantified. This influence is studied by 79 

first analyzing one single fracture, and thereafter applying the results to fracture-network modelling. Larsson et 80 

al. (2012b) presents a systematic study of the dependency between fracture aperture statistics and flow wetted 81 

surface in strongly heterogeneous fractures. Larsson et al. (2013b) then presents a method to include the effects 82 

of fracture aperture variability into the modeling of solute transport in fracture networks.  83 

In channel network models (CN), the flow and contaminants are assumed to be distributed among preferen-84 

tial paths in the fracture plane, or channels (Fig. 3). These channels may intersect in the three-dimensional space, 85 

forming a network of channels for the movement and mixing of flowing water. In the channel network model, 86 

the equations of flow in each 1-D channel are solved via the finite-difference method. Several theoretical studies 87 

considering channelized flow in fractured rocks, have been carried out (Rasmuson and Neretnieks 1986; 88 

Neretnieks 1987; Tsang and Tsang 1987, 1989; Moreno and Tsang 1994; Moreno et al. 1988, 1990; Tsang et al. 89 

1988; Abelin et al. 1987; Tsang et al. 1991; Moreno and Tsang 1994; Moreno and Neretnieks 1993; Neretnieks 90 

1987, 1994; Black et al. 2006). These studies show that channels in fracture networks can lead to major differ-91 

ences for solute transport characteristics compared to other fracture rock models. 92 

As an important subset of channel network models, the sparse channel network model is characterized by 93 

flow in long channels separated from each other by large spacing. However, the sets of channels with different 94 

orientations can still intersect each other. The sparseness, or the channel spacing being large, can be defined 95 

relative to size of the flow domain of interest or tunnel diameter. More discussion of sparse channel network will 96 

be given in the next section. 97 
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 98 

Fig. 3 Conceptual model of a channel network to represent a multiple fracture system (from Cacas et al. 1990b) 99 

 100 

1.2 Effect of sorption and matrix diffusion 101 

Different mechanisms are involved in the transportation of solutes in fractured rocks. They include not only 102 

the uneven flow distribution, but also interaction between the solutes and the rock. The main interaction mecha-103 

nisms are sorption and matrix diffusion. An overview of these mechanisms can be found in Retrock (2004). 104 

Matrix diffusion is the spread of the solute into the rock matrix driven by the concentration gradient between 105 

solute concentrations in the flowing fluid and in water in the porous rock matrix. The solutes may diffuse into 106 

and out of the porous rock and the stagnant water and therefore becoming diluted and retarded (Moreno and 107 

Neretnieks, 1993). Sorption is defined as the process in which the solute is attached to the surface of a solid 108 

phase (Neretnieks, 1993) due to several different causes. For linear sorption, mass adsorbed to the fracture wall 109 

is directly proportional to the excess concentration of solute in the fracture. Rock matrix diffusion and sorption 110 

are often lumped together and described by one factor called the “material property group”. The rock may also 111 

be altered near the fracture and the fracture surfaces may be covered with different mineral coatings, which will 112 

influence the access of solutes to the matrix. These are some of the important factors involved in the retarding 113 

processes that can substantially slow down transport, especially with respect to long time and large spatial scale 114 

flow, such as that in predictions of potential radionuclide transport into the biosphere, as part of a safety assess-115 

ment of nuclear repositories (Neretnieks, 1980; Tsang, 2005; Tsang et al., 2008).  116 

Further, Xu et al. (2001) showed that the rock properties display a high heterogeneity in the matrix diffusion 117 

coefficient, the effect thereof was further investigated by Zhang et al. (2006). Recent observation has also un-118 
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veiled an often occurring zone of altered rock at the interface of the fracture and rock matrix, and this altered 119 

zone has a higher diffusivity coefficient (Polak et al., 2003; Widestrand et al., 2007). Effective matrix diffusion 120 

coefficients are also found to increase with testing scale (Zhou et al., 2007), and Zhang et al. (2006) examined 121 

this effect by numerical simulations. These observations have enhanced our knowledge on the heterogeneous 122 

nature of fractured rock. 123 

Matrix diffusion from fractures in networks has been modelled and incorporated in transport codes of radio-124 

nuclide decay chains (Joyce et al., 2009; Hartley and Roberts, 2012). However, these studies are based on the 125 

concept that fractures are either open or closed over the entire fracture plane with the consequences that the 126 

flowing fractures have to be assumed very sparse and that the rock between and far from the fractures is not 127 

readily accessible by radionuclides during times of interest. The sparse fractures may lead to poor connectivity of 128 

the fracture network and can be sensitive to fracture size distribution as has been pointed out by Berkowitz 129 

(2002). The fracture size distribution, assessed mainly from observations on outcrops, has a considerable influ-130 

ence on the connectivity of the fracture network. 131 

It is to be noted that matrix diffusion is handled in fracture network models in a conceptually correct way, 132 

especially when fracture aperture variability is accounted for in the models. In contrast, for stochastic continuum 133 

models, matrix diffusion can be calculated as solute exchange between adjacent fast and slow flow lines, which 134 

is however an approximation. For channel network models, which represent flow to occur only in channels, 135 

matrix diffusion will be calculated as diffusion radially around channels. Care has to be taken that such calculat-136 

ed diffusion includes diffusion into both the rock and the stagnant water adjacent to the channels. 137 

 138 

1.3 Structure of the paper 139 

The present paper concerns the relevant implications and open issues related to the application of the con-140 

cept of sparse channel model in the context of spent nuclear fuel repositories. The specific goals of this literature 141 

review are firstly to determine if there is scientific information available that can be used to address key ques-142 

tions regarding the existence and significance of flow in sparse channel networks; and secondly to analyse what 143 

further studies could be conducted to gain more knowledge regarding the nature of the flow system and its ef-144 

fects of flow probability and magnitude in channels intercepted by deposition holes in a repository constructed in 145 

fractured systems. The following key questions were identified: 146 

(a) what are the evidences of channelized flow in fractured rocks with laboratory and field measure-147 

ments? 148 
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(b) what is relationship between generalized flow dimensions from well test analysis and sparse chan-149 

nel network models?   150 

(c) what is the significance of fracture shapes in hydraulic connectivity?  151 

(d) how does the probability of flow channels encountering a deposition hole relate to the characteris-152 

tics of a sparse channel model? and 153 

(e) are there any specific site studies where sparse channel models have been used and what are the 154 

main findings that were found? 155 

 156 

In the face of these objectives, this paper is structured in four chapters, of which this introduction is the first 157 

one. Chapter 2 entitled General concept of channel models presents various concepts inherent to the use of chan-158 

nel models for describing the flow and solute transport in fractured rocks. In this chapter, a channel network 159 

model which has been applied in the context of the Swedish repository programme for fluid flow and solutes 160 

transport calculations is presented. A discussion is made about the necessary model parameters and how they can 161 

be best estimated from field and laboratory data. The main concepts of sparse channel models are presented. 162 

In Chapter 3, entitled Review of studies addressing some key questions, the five key questions identified 163 

above are motivated and then discussed one by one. 164 

In Chapter 4, a summary and a general discussion are presented together with some suggestions for future 165 

work. 166 

 167 

2. GENERAL CONCEPT OF CHANNEL MODELS 168 

In this section, a general discussion of channel network model developed by Moreno and Neretnieks (1993) 169 

will be presented, followed by a discussion specifically on the sparse channel network. 170 

 171 

2.1 The channel network model 172 

The channel network model (Moreno and Neretnieks 1993) has been used to calculate flow and transport of 173 

solutes in fractured rocks. The channel network model is a useful tool that has been applied assuming a relatively 174 

dense or well-connected channel network system. However, applications to sparse (or somewhat sparse) channel 175 

network systems has not been done in a systematic way. The code CHAN3D (Gylling et al., 1997, 1999 a, b) is a 176 

computational code that implements the channel network model developed by Moreno and Neretnieks (1993) for 177 

the simulation of fluid flow and transport of solutes in fractured rocks. The model assumes that fluid flow takes 178 
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place in a network of interconnected and randomly generated flow channels in the rock. A channel may be 179 

formed by individual channel members and it may be connected to one, two, three, or even more other channel 180 

members. In this code, up to six channels can meet at a grid point (Fig. 4). 181 

 182 

 183 

Fig. 4 Fracture planes and channel members (from Moreno and Neretnieks 1993) 184 

 185 

The channels can have orientations that are not aligned with a regular rectangular grid. This enables the mod-186 

el to represent large heterogeneities of the flow distribution commonly observed and to model solute transport 187 

considering advection and matrix diffusion and sorption in the matrix. A hydraulic conductance is assigned to 188 

each member of the channel network. The conductance is defined as the ratio between the flow in a channel and 189 

the pressure difference between its ends. In applications by Gylling and co-workers, the channel network model 190 

is mainly applied not to a sparse network but to a well-connected network. In such cases, objects such as fracture 191 

zones, tunnels, and release sources can be incorporated in the model in a simplified manner by modifying the 192 

mean conductance of the channels at these locations. In other words, different values are used for the mean con-193 

ductance, depending on whether the channel member is located, for example, in a fracture zone, a tunnel, or in 194 

good rock. Channels located in a fracture zone have larger hydraulic conductivity than if they are in the rock 195 

mass. Conductances together with boundary conditions determine the pressures/head field and the flows in the 196 

system.  197 

The conductances of the channel members can be assumed to be log-normally distributed, with mean and 198 

standard deviation values. The flow is calculated as an electric resistor network problem resolving the distribu-199 

tion of pressure or potential and the solute transport is calculated by using a particle tracking technique (Robin-200 

son 1984; Moreno et al. 1988). In the particle tracking technique, many particles are introduced, one by one, into 201 
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the calculated flow field at one or more locations. Particles arriving at an intersection are distributed in the outlet 202 

channel members with a probability proportional to their exit flow rates or according to stream lines. The former 203 

is equivalent to assuming total mixing at the intersections and the latter to no-mixing at the intersections. Each 204 

individual particle is followed through the network. The residence time for nonsorbing tracers in a given channel 205 

is determined by the flow rate through the channel member and by its volume. The residence time of an individ-206 

ual particle along its whole path is then calculated as the sum of residence times in all channel members that the 207 

particle has traversed. The residence time distribution (RTD) is then obtained from the residence times of a mul-208 

titude of individual particle runs. The mean and standard deviation values for the residence times may be calcu-209 

lated. When dispersion in the channel and/or diffusion into the rock matrix are also considered, different parti-210 

cles in the same channel member will have a range of residence times. In this way, residence times for the parti-211 

cles may be described by a probability density function.  212 

To describe the flow properties of the network the mean channel conductivity and the standard deviation of 213 

the channel conductivity are needed. The length distribution is important when the pressure and flow field are 214 

calculated. When the solute transport is simulated, additional channel transport properties are needed. For con-215 

servative solutes, not subject to sorption and matrix diffusion, the channel volume is needed. The residence-time 216 

distribution for conservative solutes may be calculated and compared to tracer tests in order to test the assump-217 

tions of the model. For the simulation of the large-time scale transport of sorbing tracers under repository condi-218 

tions, it turns out that the volumes of the channels are not a significant factor in calculating the residence time 219 

distribution. The channel flow wetted surface (FWS) is however an important parameter for the interacting nu-220 

clides that are influenced by sorption and diffusion into and out of the rock matrix and depends on the channel 221 

length and width. Crawford et al. (2002) presents a method for estimating the flow-wetted surface of the rock 222 

mass by observation of the frequency of open fractures intersecting a borehole.  223 

The data needed for a channel model are summarized in Table 1. The values of matrix porosity, effective dif-224 

fusivity, and sorption constant are needed and can be determined by laboratory tests. It is more difficult to obtain 225 

the data for the fracture zones than for the rock mass. This is because of the difficulties in determining, for ex-226 

ample, the geometry and hydraulic properties for the fracture zones and their associated variation or range. Table 227 

2 shows an estimate of the importance and uncertainties of various parameters for simulations of fluid flow and 228 

solute transport using the channel network model. These estimates and uncertainties were obtained by a qualita-229 

tive analysis only (Gylling et al. 1999a). To do a quantitative analysis, more research is needed from field and 230 

laboratory measurements. 231 
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Table 1 Summary of the channel network model input data (from Gylling et al. 1999a) 232 

Model Input Data Measurements 

Location and geometry of 

the fracture zones 

Regional charting 

Core logs 

Borehole radar 

Spinner tests 

Channel conductivity 

distribution 

Hydraulic tests 

Inflow to tunnels and drifts 

Channel length and width 

distributions 

No technique available at present 

Borehole and tunnel observations may give some indications 

Flow-wetted surface 

Hydraulic tests in boreholes 

Inflow to tunnels and drifts 

Tracer tests with interacting solutes (untested) 

Flow porosity Tracer tests with conservative solutes 

Sorption and diffusion 

data 
Laboratory and field tests 

 233 

Table 2 Importance and uncertainty of different parameters for transport of solutes (from Gylling et al. 1999a) 234 

Importance Parameter Uncertainty 

 Flow wetted surface  

 Mean conductivity  

 Sorption properties  

 Channel length  

 Standard deviation in conductivity  

 Flow porosity  

 Geometry of zones  

 Topography  

 235 

In order to apply the model to a specific site, additional deterministic data such as dip, extension, and width 236 

of major fracture zones are needed. The topography and other site characteristic data, such as, the average pre-237 
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cipitation that might lead to infiltration, which influences the boundary conditions, are also needed. The geome-238 

try of the fracture zones can be different from site to site, but parameters like sorption and diffusion properties, 239 

on the other hand, may be similar for the same type of rock even if it is obtained from different sites. 240 

 241 

2.2 Sparse channel network model 242 

Because of the magnitude of in situ stress component normal to the fractures at depth, the variability of the 243 

fractures aperture and the local heterogeneities, it may be possible that many fractures are essentially closed and 244 

do not participate in flow and solute transport. In a sparse channel network, flow and transport are assumed to 245 

occur in only a few widely spaced 1D channels that are hydraulically active, and the distance between those 246 

channels can be significant. Fig. 5 shows an example of sparse and dense channel networks.  247 

 248 

 249 
Fig. 5 Examples of sparse (left) and dense (right) channel networks (Black et al., 2007) 250 

 251 

The main characteristics of sparse channel networks are long channels and low numbers of active channels 252 

within a large volume of rock (Black 2011; Geier 2014).  When sparse channels interact with underground open-253 

ings, a “skin” effect is observed. Skin is usually conceived as a region immediately surrounding a borehole or an 254 

underground opening whose hydraulic conductivity is different from that of a wider region. Positive skin effect 255 

is associated with a decrease in the value of permeability. Skin is usually evaluated using pressure flow meas-256 

urements and analysis with Theis solutions, by assessing how far the properties near an underground opening, as 257 

indicated by early-time pressure data deviating from theoretical values obtained by assuming that the whole 258 

region is homogeneous. Field experiments done in Stripa mine (Sweden) enabled to conclude that inflows to the 259 
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tunnel are very sparse and converge strongly to the few inflow points available. This is termed hyper-260 

convergence by Black et al. (2006), who developed a sparse channel network model to model the flow towards 261 

Stripa Mine. The code HyperConv, developed for this purpose, generates networks of channels on an orthogonal 262 

lattice network, applies boundary conditions, calculates flow through the resultant network and ultimately de-263 

rives values of apparent bulk hydraulic conductivity and skin effect. In contrast to a dense channel model, this 264 

sparse channel model was able to produce the hyper-convergence and the positive skin effects that limit the in-265 

flows to the tunnel as were observed. 266 

The formation of ‘compartments’, in terms of hydraulic head and water chemistry, is a direct consequence of 267 

the dominance of a few low conductance links within the network, the ‘chokes’. Thus where there is flow across 268 

a region of sparse channels, the measured heads will seem to occur in ‘patches’ of roughly equal head separated 269 

by ‘jumps’ of head where flow is constricted by the ‘chokes’. The ‘chokes’ are then the major site of head loss in 270 

the system.  The large-scale permeability of such systems is largely determined by a few key connections and 271 

their values of conductance (Leung and Zimmerman 2012). In Sawada et al. (2000), in situ tracer migration 272 

experiments in fractured granite were carried out which indicated hydraulic compartmentalization and a hetero-273 

geneous distribution of conductive fractures.  274 

 275 

3. REVIEW OF STUDIES ADDRESSING SOME KEY QUESTIONS 276 

 Several key questions in the context of nuclear waste repository performance have been identified, and in this 277 

section, they are addressed based on a literature study. 278 

 The first question is: what are the experimental evidences of channelized flow in fractured rocks? Such evi-279 

dences provide insight to characteristics of channelled flow and basis to build up suitable channel network mod-280 

els for simulating flow and transport in tight fracture rock formations. 281 

 The second question is: what is the relationship between generalized flow dimensions from well test analysis 282 

and sparse channel network models? Because of the sparseness, flow from a borehole intercepted by a channel 283 

will initially have dimension one, which then increases as the channel is intercepted by other channels to allow 284 

the flow to spread in space. Pressure tests data allow the possibility of identifying the flow dimension and poten-285 

tially provide information related to channel network characteristics. For example, in fractured rocks, the flow 286 

dimension may vary from one-dimension, in case of channels, to fully three-dimensional, in case of spherical 287 

flow. Because of heterogeneities, the flow is restricted in space and therefore, the flow can have a fractional 288 

dimension smaller than the respective value for the homogeneous medium. This question will be addressed by 289 
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summarizing the studies that have been done to show how pressure tests data can be used to assess the existence 290 

of channelized flow. 291 

 The third questions is: what is the significance of fracture shapes in hydraulic connectivity? The long chan-292 

nels in a channel network model, depends on hydraulic connectivity defined by the intersections of those succes-293 

sive fractures. The probability of intersections in fracture rock depends in turn on their shape, e.g. circle, ellipse.  294 

This question will be addressed by summarizing the studies that have been done to analyse the influence of the 295 

fracture shapes on the hydraulic connectivity of the channels. 296 

The fourth question is: how the probability of flow channels encountering a deposition hole relates to the 297 

characteristics of a sparse channel model? In a channel network model, the channels may intersect a waste can-298 

ister deposition hole. The probability of this occurrence is of importance to the safety analysis of a spent nuclear 299 

fuel repository, because the water flow from the channel entering the deposition hole may drive piping erosion 300 

during open repository conditions and buffer erosion under saturated conditions, which eventually may lead to 301 

radionuclide releases. 302 

The fifth question is: are there any specific site studies where sparse channel models have been used to 303 

model flow and transport in fractured rocks? To answer this question, the main studies where sparse channel 304 

models have been applied to model flow and solute transport in fractured rocks are summarized below, and the 305 

results that were obtained were compared with those obtained by using discrete fracture network models. 306 

 307 

3.1 What is the experimental evidence of channelized flow in fractured rocks? 308 

 Channeling has been observed in small and large scale laboratory experiments in centimetres to tens of cen-309 

timetres samples with natural or induced fractures, in large laboratory experiments, in field experiments with 310 

scale of meters to 100s of meters, and on walls of drifts and tunnels where water is seen to emerge in less than 311 

centimetres to tens of centimetres wide channels. The experimental observations also show the flow-rate distri-312 

bution is very large among channels. Tsang and Neretnieks (1998) give an overview of a large number of exper-313 

iments in which channeling is observed, conceived and interpreted.  314 

 Bourke (1987) selected several fractures in the Cornish granite in England and drilled five boreholes in the 315 

plane of one fracture with a length of about 2.5 m. Because the fracture plane undulates to a small extent, the 316 

five holes did not lie entirely in the fracture. Water was pressurized in one hole, and the adjacent holes were 317 

divided into 7-cm intervals by the use of packers, for measuring the pressure responses at different locations 318 

along these boreholes. It was found that many of the packed intervals in the five boreholes did not communicate 319 
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with each other. Fig. 6 shows a sketch of the connected flow pathways inferred from the measurements. The 320 

figure shows that the flow areas occupy only about 20% of the fracture surface. This is mainly due to the fracture 321 

apertures not being uniform and the two fracture surfaces not being parallel plates. Rather, the aperture varies 322 

over the fracture plane, and pressurized water takes the easiest pathway from one drill hole to the other, resulting 323 

in channelized flow paths as shown. 324 

  325 

 326 

Fig. 6 Flow channeling in the plane of a single fracture (from Bourke 1987). The five boreholes are drilled in the 327 

fracture plane. Flow channels are labed A, B, C and D. Numbers on the histograms are flows from adjacent holes 328 

  329 

 A much more sophisticated and detailed field experiment at a similar scale was performed by Abelin et al. 330 

(1988, 1990). In the so-called channeling experiment a fracture in granitic rock was selected in the Stripa iron 331 

mine in central Sweden, 360 m below ground level. Two parallel boreholes 1.95 m apart were drilled in the frac-332 

ture plane. Five different tracers were injected into 5-cm sections of one hole and their emergence in packered 333 

intervals in the others, were observed. Results show a tracer transport pattern between the two boreholes (Fig. 7), 334 

with breakthrough curves at different locations in the observation hole (Fig. 8). Channelized flow was apparent, 335 

and the breakthrough curves showed multiple peaks and long tails. 336 
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 337 

 338 

Fig. 7 Diagram of tracer flow from one borehole (hole 7) to another (hole 12) in the same fracture plane based 339 

on data of responses between packed intervals of the boreholes (from Abelin et al. 1990) 340 

 341 

 342 

Fig. 8 Tracer breakthrough curves at various points in the pumping hole 12 (from Abelin et al. 1990) 343 

 344 
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 The Stripa 2D experiment by Abelin et al. (1985) was a larger-scale field experiment than the channeling 345 

experiment. Two fractures in granitic rock were identified in one of the tunnels, or drifts, in the Stripa mine. A 346 

number of holes were drilled from the drift to intercept these fractures at points 5-10 m from the drift (Fig. 9a). A 347 

tracer was deposited at the intersections bracketed by packers emplaced in these holes. The tracer flowed through 348 

the fracture plane toward the drift, emerging at the drift along the fracture trace on its ceiling and walls. The 349 

emergence of the tracer into the drift was not uniform along the fracture trace; rather, both the flow rate and the 350 

tracer concentration were highly variable (Fig. 9b). 351 

 352 

 353 

Fig. 9 (a) Experimental setup of the Stripa 2-D experiment (b) Water and tracer emergence points along fracture 354 

traces in the Stripa 2-D experiment illustrating strong channelization (from Abelin et al. 1985) 355 

 356 

 Novakowski et al. (1985) conducted an experiment in a single fracture in a monzonitic gneiss rock body at 357 

Chalk River, Ontario, Canada. A pulse of conservative tracer was injected in a steady state dipole flow field 358 

using an injection well and a pumping well separated by 10.6 m. The tracer breakthrough curve did not display 359 

multiple peaks, and they were able to fit it with a solution of the advective dispersive equation. Another set of 360 
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five experiments were made in a single fracture in the same rock (Raven et al. 1988) involving both injection-361 

pumping dipole flow field and radial convergent flow field. It was found that the breakthrough curves displayed 362 

long tails that could not be fitted by the advective dispersive equation. A much better fit was obtained by consid-363 

ering a "transient solute storage model" that includes a highly mobile flow path and adjacent stagnant or very 364 

slow water volumes with tracer exchange between them. 365 

 Laboratory tracer tests in a core with natural fractures in granite cores were carried out by Neretnieks et al. 366 

(1982) and Moreno et al. (1985). The traced solution was injected at one end of the core and collected at the 367 

other. The breakthrough curves that were shown show a plateau. This concluded that the water does not flow 368 

uniformly through the system but flows through channels. 369 

 In the Stripa 3D experiment, a tunnel of about 100 m was constructed with three boreholes of 75 m in length, 370 

each drilled into the ceiling of the tunnel (Abelin et al. 1987). Nine high tranmissivitiy intervals were identified 371 

in the three boreholes, from which different tracers were injected. The tunnel ceiling and walls were covered by 372 

375 rectangular plastic sheets of 1 m x 2 m in dimension. The tracer emergence in to the tunnel was studied by 373 

measuring and analyzing the flow into these plastic sheets. It was found that the tracer does not emerge uniform-374 

ly over the whole tunnel surface but rather emerges at very selected locations. Both the flow rates and the tracer 375 

concentrations at different locations were found to have a large degree of variability. 376 

 Field experiments at a scale of 100 m or more were conducted at the Finnsjön site in Sweden and at the Un-377 

derground Research Laboratory (URL) in Pinawa, Manitoba, Canada. At the Finnsjön site (Andersson et al. 378 

1988, 1989, 1990), two fracture zones were identified in a granodioritic formation. The deeper one, zone 2, with 379 

a thickness of about 200 m located at 100-260 m below the ground surface, was chosen for tracer experiments. 380 

Typical behavior of channeling flow is observed for the breakthrough curve, which is characterized by a long tail 381 

and one or several peaks. The other large-scale tracer experiments were carried at the URL in Canada (Thomp-382 

son and Simmons 1995). At that site three fracture zones were identified in the granitic Lac du Bonnet batholith. 383 

In two-well injection-withdrawal tests in one of the fracture zones, multiple peaks were observed in tracer break-384 

through curves at short transport distances (about 20 m), while for large transport distances a single well-385 

dispersed peak was obtained (Frost et al. 1992). For tests in another of the fracture zone, tracers were injected in 386 

wells in the radially converging groundwater flow field surrounding the URL shafts and they were collected at 387 

groundwater seepage locations in the main and ventilation shafts of the URL. Of the more than 30 breakthrough 388 

curves obtained, 12 display multiple peak behavior, and many have early sharp rise and long tail features, both of 389 

which indicate the possible effects of flow channeling.  390 
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 Large-scale observations in drifts and tunnels have also shown clear effects of channelized flow. At the Final 391 

Repository for Reactor Wastes site at Forsmark, more than 14000 m2 of tunnel wall surfaces were surveyed for 392 

water effluent spots, and their widths and flow rates were measured (Neretnieks 1994). Strong variability in the 393 

measured flow rates was found. 394 

 Abelin et al. (1994) presents channeling experiments that were designed to study the transmissivity and aper-395 

ture variations in fractures in crystalline rock at a depth comparable to high-level waste repository depths. These 396 

experiments were performed in the Stripa experimental mine. Two types of experiments were designed. In the 397 

single-hole experiments a hole was drilled > 2 m into the plane of the fracture and injection flow-rates were 398 

measured in 5-cm sections using a specially designed injection packer. Photographs were also taken inside the 399 

hole along the fracture to determine the visible fracture aperture and to obtain other information such as fracture 400 

intersections and fracture infilling. In the double-hole experiment two parallel holes were drilled in the plane of 401 

the same fracture at a center distance of 1.95 m. Hydraulic tests and tracer tests were made between the two 402 

holes to obtain information on connections in the plane of the fracture and to obtain information on residence 403 

time distributions in different paths (channels).  404 

 Brown et al. (1998) presents laboratory observations of channel structures in a natural fracture under various 405 

flow conditions. A method for obtaining precise replicas of real fracture surfaces using transparent epoxy resins 406 

was developed, allowing detailed study of fluid flow paths within a fracture plane. Clear and dyed water were 407 

injected into the aperture between fracture surfaces, allowing examination of the flow field. Digitized optical 408 

images were used to observe wetting, saturated flow, and drying of the specimen. Both video imaging and nucle-409 

ar magnetic resonance imaging techniques showed distinct and strong channeling of the flow at the submillime-410 

ter to several-centimeter scale. It was found that channels have complex geometries and a wide range of scales. It 411 

was found that fluid velocities measured simultaneously at various locations in the fracture plane during steady 412 

state flow range over several orders of magnitude, with the maximum velocity a factor of 5 higher than the mean 413 

velocity. Due to channeling, then, the breakthrough velocity of contaminants can significantly exceed the mean 414 

flow. 415 

 To summarize, channeling effects in fractured rocks, as represented by relatively narrow and fast flow paths 416 

and tracer breakthrough curves with early arrival, long tail and possible multiple peaks, have been well observed 417 

at multiple scales, from laboratory measurements to field observations. Flow channeling may occur in the frac-418 

ture plane because of strong variability in fracture aperture or in a fracture network composed of fractures with a 419 

wide range of transmissivities, or in general in a strongly heterogeneous porous medium system. 420 
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3.2 What is the relationship between generalized flow dimensions from well test analysis and sparse channel 421 

network models? 422 

 Flow dimension refers to the number of space coordinates required to describe flow. In 3D homogeneous 423 

media, the flow dimension is expected to be 3. If the flow occurs in a plane, the flow has a dimension of 2. If the 424 

flow is along a line, the flow dimension is 1. However, because of heterogeneities, the flow is restricted in space 425 

and therefore, the flow can have a fractional dimension smaller than the value for the homogeneous medium, i.e., 426 

a dimension that is a fraction smaller than 3, 2 or 1 for the heterogeneous 3D, 2D or 1D space respectively. For 427 

the 1D case, the smaller-than-1 dimension occurs if the 1D flow channel reduces in width. 428 

 Black et al. (1981, 1986) proposes a method for determining the hydrogeological parameters based on a pre-429 

scribed sinusoidal pressure being applied to an “excitation” borehole. This test consists of observing the propa-430 

gation of a pressure perturbation in the formation of interest and interpreting the test by fitting the observations 431 

with an idealized flow model. Equations are derived which describe the dependence of pressures and phase lags 432 

outside the excitation borehole on distance, signal frequency, specific storage, hydraulic conductivity, and flow 433 

rates. These cover two distinct configurations: that of a point source deep within a water-saturated elastic for-434 

mation and that of a line source totally penetrating a confined aquifer. It was shown that if the fracture density is 435 

large and the system is isotropic, then a three-dimensional spherical flow geometry might be considered appro-436 

priate. If the fracture density is low or the system is very anisotropic, a one or two-dimensional flow model 437 

would probably be preferred.  438 

 Barker (1988) presents the generalized radial flow (GRF) model. This model used the flow dimension to 439 

describe how the cross-sectional area of flow changes with radial distance from the pumped well. In this ap-440 

proach, the flow dimension may have also non-integer values, but within a framework of average radial flow and 441 

homogeneity. There are some difficulties in applying this model: (a) the flow dimension is not a rock property 442 

and is likely to be scale dependent, (b) an ideal three-dimensional spherical flow geometry cannot be realized, 443 

and (c) anisotropy cannot be included. In addition, the physical interpretation of the flow dimension is unclear, 444 

although it is conjectured that the model represents dispersion in a fracture network. This author presents some 445 

analytical expressions for the constant rate, constant head and sinusoidal pressure tests.  446 

 Doe and Geier (1990) present three complementary methods to determine the geometry and connection be-447 

tween existing fractures from borehole tests. The first method uses the evidence of boundary effects in the well 448 

test to determine the distance to and the type of fracture boundary. The second method uses the flow dimension 449 

of the borehole test to infer about the fracture system. In the third method, the spacing and transmissivity distri-450 
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bution of individual conductive fractures are extracted from fixed-interval-length borehole tests. These methods 451 

were applied to data obtained at 360 m below surface of the Stripa mine (Sweden). It was found that the influ-452 

ence of the boundary effects in the well test results is small. This suggests that the fracture system is well con-453 

nected, but a significant variation in the spatial dimension of the well tests data was found, ranging from sub-454 

linear (fractures which decrease in conductivity with distance from the hole) to spherical, for three-dimensional 455 

fracture systems. Also, it was found that during some pressure tests, the flow dimension changed with time. 456 

 In Doe (1991), the generalized dimension approach is applied to the interpretation of constant-pressure well 457 

tests. It is shown that the flow dimension cannot be uniquely interpreted because the flow geometry is related 458 

with local heterogeneities. This was pointed out as a limitation of the GRF method. Thus, the flow dimension 459 

needs to be combined with knowledge provided by geologic, geophysical and hydrologic methods, to construct a 460 

reliable model of the fracture network. 461 

 In Geier et al. (1996), transient flow data obtained from constant-head injection tests in Äspo Hard Rock 462 

Laboratory site were analysed using the GRF model. The analyses provided estimates of flow dimensionality, 463 

conductivity, and transmissivity which can be used in the development and validation of conceptual models, and 464 

to assess the quality of the existing Äspo conductivity database. Because of low flows indicating tight rock sec-465 

tions, half of the tests in a 3 m packer section and one third on the tests in 30 m section were not interpretable. 466 

Results of other interpreted tests showed a flow dimension ranging between 1 (or less) to 3. This author discuss-467 

es the implications of dimensionality and transmissivity among the main fractures on choosing an appropriate 468 

conceptual model. 469 

 Walker and Roberts (2003) and Walker et al. (2006) discuss how system geometry and heterogeneities can 470 

influence the flow dimension of a fractured rock through analysis of constant-rate hydraulic tests. In Walker and 471 

Roberts (2003) it is shown that for a leaky aquifer, the flow dimension is a function of time and leakage factor. 472 

For a radial flow system with a linear constant-head boundary, the flow dimension tends to 3 asymptotically. 473 

Numerical analysis showed that a stationary transmissivity field with a modest level of heterogeneity has a stable 474 

flow dimension of 2. For a non-stationary field, the flow dimension depends on the form and magnitude of the 475 

non-stationarity. In Walker (2006), the flow dimension of stochastic models of heterogeneous transmissivity is 476 

determined. Results suggest that the flow dimension may be useful for selecting models of heterogeneity and 477 

their parameters. 478 

 Kuusela-Lahtinen et al. (2002) apply the general solution for n-dimensional flow obtained by Barker (1988) 479 

to study the possibility of using the flow dimension from constant pressure injection tests to characterize the 480 
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hydraulic conditions of fractured media. Results show a flow dimension of 1 (or less) can be clearly distin-481 

guished from a flow dimension larger than 2. But, in many cases, some difficulties were encountered in distin-482 

guishing the flow dimension equal to 2, 2.5, and 3 from each other, because of experimental difficulties in 483 

achieving the ideal conditions required by the Barker´s solution. In non-unique cases the higher dimensions 484 

typically correspond to higher, sometimes unrealistically high, values of specific storage and to the less reliable 485 

and less representative early part of the experiment. In this way, most of the observations of a flow dimension 486 

equal to 3 can be excluded, leaving the majority observations of the flow dimension equal to 2 and 2.5.  487 

 In the work of Kuusela-Lahtinen and Poteri (2010), several data sets provided by constant pressure tests are 488 

analysed with the purpose of evaluating the flow channelling in the scale of a single fracture and the fracture 489 

network. The tests have been carried out at the Onkalo site in Finland by using a 2 m test interval approximately 490 

at the depth of the planned repository of the nuclear waste (400 - 450 m). One of the test intervals is intersected 491 

by a filled fracture. The flow dimension was found to be 1.5 or 2.0, where the dimension of 2 means that that the 492 

flow occurs in the fracture and the dimension of 1.5 may indicate the possibility of narrow flow paths. The other 493 

analysed test interval is intersected by three filled fractures. The flow dimension ranged between 2.5 and 3, 494 

which implies a behaviour related to a fracture network (homogenous porous media). Flow dimension was also 495 

analysed by performing simulated constant pressure tests for different borehole locations over an artificial heter-496 

ogeneous fracture. The channelling of flow was not demonstrated by the analysis of the flow dimension. Most of 497 

the cases showed a similar behaviour that can be represented by a flow dimension of two. Thus, the single-hole 498 

testing is probably more sensitive to the connectivity of the fracture network and partitioning of the flow to mul-499 

tiple flow paths through connected fractures than on the channelization of the flow. Hydraulic single-hole testing 500 

activates a limited volume of rock around the tested interval. If the tested volume is mainly limited to the frac-501 

ture that intersects the borehole, it is more likely to separate channelized from two dimensional flow. If a larger 502 

volume of fracture network is activated by the hydraulic test, the transient hydraulic response can be used to 503 

distinguish possible channelized flow compared to the cylindrical or spherical pressure field of the test. 504 

 Follin et al. (2011) studies the discrepancies due to analysis method with or without GRF concept on the 505 

results of single-hole transmissivity values in the Forsmark site characterization using data from constant-head 506 

injection testing. Data were obtained with two methods: the Pipe String System (PSS method) and difference 507 

flow logging with the Posiva Flow Log (PFL method). The analysis showed that the transmissivities derived 508 

with standard constant-head injection well test analysis methods and with the GRF concept are similar provided 509 

that the dominating flow geometry during the testing is radial. A difference in the results obtained with the PSS 510 
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and PFL methods were found and it is because the measurements with the PFL method were done after several 511 

days of pumping, while the measurements with the PSS method were obtained 20 minutes after test interval 512 

perturbation. It is noted that a test interval intersecting a finite “dead-end” fracture or network may produce a 513 

flow in the early time period of the PSS test, but record a reduced or no flow by the much later time of running 514 

of PFL tool.  515 

 To conclude, flow dimension analysis can show effects of heterogeneity that flow is not simple three dimen-516 

sional or two dimensional. However, its interpretation is ambiguous since the results are also sensitive to flow 517 

boundaries and channel intersections, as well as testing time. In the latter, different testing times represent testing 518 

of different sizes of rock region around the testing borehole. Thus, when flow dimension analysis shows a simple 519 

one dimensional flow over an initial testing period, it can be inferred that channelized flow occurs only over the 520 

test volume corresponding to this initial time period. 521 

 522 

3.3 What is the significance of fracture shapes in hydraulic connectivity? 523 

 The importance of fracture shapes in hydraulic connectivity of channels was explored in Black et al. (2006, 524 

2007) and was discussed in Black (2011, 2012) in a previous review of SKB’s hydrogeological models for For-525 

smark. They examined how the shape of a transmissive planar feature affected its probability of intersecting 526 

other fractures. The evaluation was for two nearby discs and two nearby ellipse of gradually increasing aspect 527 

ratio (Figs 10 and 11). This analysis concluded that when equidimensional features cease intersecting, non-528 

equidimensional features continue to intersect even though with a small probability. 529 

 According to Black’s work, the intersection of two fractures is not a measure of network performance, 530 

whereas continuous connection across the entire network, percolation, is a key indicator. The percolation thresh-531 

old of ellipses with different values of aspect ratio was estimated by several authors. In Garboczi et al. (1995), 532 

analytical predictions were made by using results from lattice models obtained by numerical modelling with 533 

ellipsoids of varying aspect ratio. In Robinson (1984), numerical simulations of uniformly distributed square 534 

fractures in 3D space were made. De Dreuzy et al. (2000) analyses the intersection of 3D random ellipses with 535 

widely scattered distributions of eccentricity and size but within the context of networks with ‘power law’ size 536 

distributions. 537 
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538 

 539 
Fig. 10 Intersection of circular discs and ellipses with different aspect ratio (Black et al., 2007) 540 

 541 

 542 
Fig. 11 Probability of intersection of two identical ellipses as a function of their scaled separation for ellipses of 543 

different aspect ratios (Black et al., 2007) 544 

 545 

 Fig. 12 shows a compilation of the various results. The results presented by Black (2011, 2012), Garboczi et 546 

al., (1995) and Robinson (1984), are consistent with other, and show that as the aspect ratio of the features in-547 
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creases the area per volume density of the network required for percolation decreases. The value of percolation 548 

threshold reduces markedly beyond an “aspect ratio” of about 3 or 4. As aspect ratio increases from 1 towards 50 549 

so the feature density required for percolation drops by an order of magnitude. The percolation threshold for the 550 

same size of equidimensional objects lies between 0.15 and 0.5. In order to percolate, disc-shaped fractures re-551 

quire about twice the area density as elliptical fractures of the same area but with a major axis length of about 2 552 

to 3 disc diameters. This shows that equal size discrete fracture network (DFN) models need to have an overes-553 

timated density of fractures to percolate and that such DFN models may be a poor representation of reality. In 554 

other words, DFN model using fractures with an aspect ratio greater than one are in some cases more realistic. In 555 

sparse channel networks, the flow percolates at lower values of area per volume density than networks of equi-556 

dimensional fractures. 557 

 558 

 559 
Fig. 12 Estimated percolation threshold as a function of aspect ratio (Black, 2011) 560 

 561 

 The results presented by De Dreuzy et al. (2000) are also included in Fig. 12 and they show that the percola-562 

tion increases as aspect ratio of the ellipses increases from 1 to about 3, reaches a peak at an “aspect ratio” of 4, 563 

and whatever the distributions of length and eccentricity, the values of percolation threshold remain restricted to 564 

a range of less than one order of magnitude. This shows almost no dependence of the percolation on the aspect 565 

ratio of the ellipses. Black et al. (2007) point out that the results presented by De Dreuzy et al. (2000) look 566 

“anomalous and unlikely” and Black (2015) points out some problems with this numerical study. 567 
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 In Fig. 13, the percolation probability as a function of channel length and channel density is presented (Black, 568 

2011). The channel length is represented by units of sub-channels. The figure shows that using assemblages of 569 

100 realizations, percolation occurred in 100% of cases at lower values of density as channel length increased. 570 

The figure shows that the onset of percolation is more abrupt as channel length decreases. This explains why 571 

channel networks should be the predominant mechanism for flow in fractured rocks. 572 

 573 

 574 
Fig. 13 Percolation probability as a function of channel length and channel density (Black, 2011) 575 

 576 

 In Mourzenko et al. (2004), the fracture network permeability is investigated numerically by using a three-577 

dimensional model of plane polygons uniformly distributed in space with sizes following a power-law distribu-578 

tion. The influence of the parameters of the fracture size distribution, such as the power-law exponent and the 579 

minimal fracture radius, on the permeability of the fracture network is analysed. In Mourzenko et al. (2005), a 580 

numerical study of the influence of the fracture domain size, the flow dimension, and the fracture shape on the 581 

percolation threshold of fracture networks, is made. The work reported in these two papers, together with the 582 

work reported in De Dreuzy et al. (2000), concluded that the fracture shape is of secondary importance when it 583 

comes to hydraulic fracture connectivity.  584 

 To summarise the effect of fracture shape on percolation through sparse channel network is likely to be im-585 

portant. The different conclusions from alternative analyses could be due to the different constraints used in the 586 

analyses such as power law size distribution and use of different types of calibration data. 587 
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3.4 How does the probability of flow channels encountering a deposition hole relate to the characteristics of a 588 

sparse channel model? 589 

 The deposition holes can be intersected by fractures with channels of flowing water. The flowrate around a 590 

deposition hole and around tunnels control the rate of transfer of corrosive agents and of escaping nuclides to the 591 

biosphere. An escaping nuclide will reach the flowing water in the channel and be transported further into the 592 

channel network, mixing with water from other channels at some channel intersections or dividing into several 593 

outflowing channels at other intersection. 594 

 Geier (2014) presents an assessment of the SKB’s conceptual model for flow through the fractured rock at 595 

Forsmark together with a set of relevant supporting analyses, in response to questions raised by SSM. In this 596 

work, four types of models are discussed. Two of these models are DFN models that include heterogeneity in 597 

terms of fracture intensity. Possible consequences of using these models include a moderate increase in the num-598 

ber of deposition holes with high flow rate and an increase up to an order of magnitude of the maximum flow 599 

rates. Also, a clustering of deposition holes that are subjected to high flow rates, can be obtained. The two other 600 

types of models that were discussed include some degree of channelized flow: variable-aperture DFN model and 601 

sparse channel network model. A very simplified variable aperture DFN model was also used in a limited as-602 

sessment in support of Finland's repository programme. The model assumed that the fractures are non-603 

transmissive on randomly distributed patches occupying some specified fraction of its area, with no larger-scale 604 

correlations. Results showed an increase of a few percent in the number of deposition holes that are connected to 605 

the flowing fracture network. Some discussion was presented on the sparse-channel network model, but it has 606 

not been considered in this work to estimate flows to deposition holes in a repository. This type of models was 607 

applied only to simulate flow around open tunnels and to explain the so-called “tunnel skin” effects, due to the 608 

effects of flow convergence in a sparsely fracture network (Black et al., 2006).  609 

 Summarizing, no literature was found on a systematic study of the impact of a sparse channel network on 610 

potential flow into deposition holes as a function of sparse channel parameters. Further investigation along this 611 

line may be required. 612 

 613 

3.5 Are there any specific site studies where sparse channel models have been used to model flow and transport 614 

in fractured rocks? 615 

 The channel network model (Moreno and Neretnieks 1993) was used to simulate a long-term pumping and 616 

tracer test (LPT2) (Gylling et al. 1994, 1998, 1999a) performed at Äspo Rock Laboratory and to predict tracer 617 
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tests carried out within a 30 m cube scale experiment (Tracer Retention Understanding Experiment-TRUE) (Gyl-618 

ling et al. 1999a). 619 

 The goal of the LPT2 tests was to investigate the site and to test possible models to be used in safety assess-620 

ment of a repository. These tests included three major parts: several pumping tests, tracer test experiments, and 621 

tracer dilution experiments. The channel network model which was used to simulate the LPT2 tests has 1000 m 622 

× 700 m × 700 m and included the most of the boreholes in the LPT2 experiment. The channel network model 623 

was used to predict the experiments without calibration to reproduce the field observations. The simulation re-624 

quired the knowledge of the geometry of fracture zones and boreholes, the conductance distribution of the chan-625 

nels, flow-wetted surface area, tracer and rock interaction properties, and appropriate boundary conditions. The 626 

channel frequency, conductivity distribution and flow-wetted surface were obtained by interpretations of hydrau-627 

lic packer tests. The mean and standard deviation values of the conductance for channels located in fracture 628 

zones were calculated from the analysis of distributions of the transmissivity data taking into account the channel 629 

length used in the model and the width of the fracture zones estimated from field data. The flow-wetted surface 630 

area was determined through the intersection frequency between boreholes and channels in the rock. The values 631 

of the flow porosity, pore porosity and effective diffusivity were not known and were obtained from Stripa data 632 

(Birgersson et al. 1992). The main tracer experiment was in reasonably good agreement, while other tests were 633 

overpredicted by the model.  634 

 The tracer tests within the TRUE project were performed at a depth of about 400 m. In the first stage, inter-635 

ference tests, dilution tests, flow loggings, pressure build-up tests, and preliminary tracer tests, were carried out. 636 

From the field studies, two fractures (A and B) were identified. Fracture A was found to intersect other fractures. 637 

Radially converging tracer tests were performed in this fracture by using nonsorbing tracers with steady-state 638 

pumping. In addition, a dipole experiment and tests with sorbing tracers were carried out. Results of these exper-639 

iments were used to improve the channel network model that was used to predict all these tracer tests. 640 

In the modelling, the geometry and boundary conditions were considered and the resulting flow distribution 641 

was then used in the transport calculations. This flow model includes a tunnel with the niche, all the boreholes, 642 

and fractures A and B. The size of the modeled rock volume was 30 × 30 × 40 m in the longitudinal direction to 643 

the tunnel, the horizontal direction, and the vertical direction, respectively. The mean transmissivity values for 644 

the different fractures were assigned from the experimental data. In the transport calculation, the solutes were 645 

treated as non-sorbing species. The tracer transport mechanisms in one single channel is by advection together 646 

with diffusion into the matrix. The dispersion of the solute occurs because of the heterogeneity of the flow field 647 
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when the solute is transported with different velocities in the channel network. The tracers were injected as a 648 

decaying pulse. From the injection curves and the volumes at the injection points, the injection flow rates and the 649 

total injection mass were calculated. Using the available information to calibrate the model, the radial convergent 650 

test was well predicted. However, for two of the tests no recovery was obtained within the duration time for the 651 

experiment, whereas the simulations, it was predicted some loss of tracers to the tunnel for these two cases, but 652 

not as much as the experiment showed. 653 

 Dershowitz and Klise (2002) present three studies to study the transport of tracer tests by using the channel 654 

network model. These studies were focused on three different aspects of the TRUE Block Scale Hypothesis 655 

(Winberg et al. 2000) and addressed key issues regarding (a) transport properties based on conservative and 656 

sorbing tracer tests, (b) the possibility of special flow and transport properties at fracture intersection zones 657 

(FIZ), and (c) the possibility to improve the project hydro-structural model through minor changes in connectivi-658 

ty and transmissivity. It was found that the advection-dispersion-diffusion concept for transport within fracture 659 

networks is reasonably consistent with both hydraulic and transport observations and most of the observed hy-660 

draulic and transport responses can be explained by the model. 661 

 Selroos et al. (2002) present a comparison of the results for fluid flow and solute transport from the waste 662 

canister to the biosphere at Äspo site (Sweden), obtained with a stochastic continuum, a discrete fracture net-663 

work and a channel network models. This comparative study was done in the context of the alternative models 664 

project (AMP) conducted by the Swedish Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company (SKB) as part of the 665 

SR97 project (SKB, 1999). SR97 is a comprehensive performance assessment of three hypothetical repositories 666 

for nuclear waste disposal, located at real sites in Sweden. The main goals of the AMP are to (1) illustrate the 667 

impacts of using alternative approaches for modelling groundwater flow and advective transport in fractured 668 

rock; and (2) determine the appropriateness of using a single approach to groundwater flow modelling in a per-669 

formance assessment for nuclear waste disposal. In order to get useful comparison of the alternative modelling 670 

approaches, in the three cases, the same modelling domain, boundary conditions, repository layout, and defini-671 

tion of more parameters, were considered. This results in model applications that are similar in most respects, 672 

including similar discharge locations and median performance measures. In each modelling approach, the spatial 673 

variability of the rock mass was considered by mean of Monte Carlo simulations. The realizations are summa-674 

rized by the statistics of three simplified measured of geosphere performance: travel time, transport resistance, 675 

and canister flux. Results show that the three approaches predict similar median travel times and median canister 676 

fluxes, but dissimilar variability. Similar values were obtained for the minimum travel time and maximum canis-677 
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ter flux, as well as similar locations for particles exiting the geosphere.  Results obtained with the stochastic 678 

continuum model show the highest variability of all three approaches considered. Results obtained with the 679 

channel network model show the lowest cannister flux variance, indicating that this channel network application 680 

simply has a lower inferred spatial vatiability. Some of the differences in the results obtained with the various 681 

modelling approaches are caused not only by pure conceptual differences, but also by differences in modelling 682 

strategy and the compilation of performance measure statistics, such as the interpretation of underlying hydraulic 683 

conductivity data, the representation of tunnels and disturbed zone in the models, the number of canisters con-684 

sidered in the analysis and the number of realizations. 685 

 Liu and Neretnieks (2006) integrated the channel network model with a near field model to follow a nuclide 686 

from any leaking canister to the effluent points at the ground surface. The channel network model was used to 687 

calculate the flow rate in the channels near the deposition holes. By using those flow rates, the near field model 688 

was used to calculate the rate of transport of corrosive agents and the release of nuclides from a canister through 689 

different pathways into the near field of a repository. Then, the channel network model was used to calculate the 690 

paths of the nuclides from the canister through the network by particle tracking.  691 

 In Liu et al. (2010), safety assessment calculations for the Forsmark site were performed using a code that 692 

couples the channel network model and a near-field model. A site model was developed that includes most of the 693 

fracture zones of the Forsmark site. Deterministic data were used for tunnels, deposition holes, and shafts, while 694 

stochastic data were used for existing fractures. The simulations were carried out for 90 different canister loca-695 

tions, which were randomly chosen. The performance of the simulations was assessed through the F-ratio and 696 

the water travel time distributions. The results that were obtained were compared with those published in Joyce 697 

et al. (2009). Although the results cannot be compared directly, a reasonably good agreement was obtained for 698 

the F-ratio.  699 

 700 

4. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 701 

 This paper presents a literature study bringing together information useful for addressing the questions of 702 

when a sparse channel network is likely to be an appropriate representation of the flow system in fractured rocks, 703 

and what are the implications of a sparse channel network model on some important issues related to the perfor-704 

mance of nuclear waste repositories. 705 

 Several key questions are discussed in the foregoing sections based on literature survey: (a) what are the 706 

evidences for channelized flow in fractured rocks from laboratory and field measurements; (b) what is the rela-707 
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tionship between generalized flow dimensions from well test analysis and sparse channel network models; (c) 708 

what is the significance of fracture shapes in hydraulic connectivity; (d) how the probability of flow channels 709 

encountering a deposition hole relates to the characteristics of a sparse channel model; and (e) are there any site 710 

specific studies that have been carried out using channel network models? 711 

 Field and laboratory experiments, done at various scales, show that in fractured rocks, the flow and solute 712 

transport occurs preferentially through channels in the fracture planes. However, what constitutes sparse channel 713 

to be representable by sparse channeling model is not well defined. Whether a site-specific flow system in frac-714 

tured rock constitutes a sparse channel network depends on the size of channel spacing as compared with the 715 

observation or sampling scale and with the size of flow domain of interest. 716 

 Conceptually, a flow channel occurs with flow dimension one when an initial flow path segment from a flow 717 

source or pressure injection (or pumping) point is joined to only one downstream flow segment, and each of the 718 

later flow segments is connected only with one upstream (inflow) segment and one downstream (outflow) seg-719 

ment. Multiple flow channels in parallel without intersection with each other will behave still with flow dimen-720 

sion of one. Deviation from flow dimension of one occurs when the downstream outflow segments are more than 721 

one, which happens when two channels intersect each other (or when a fracture is intersected by more than one 722 

inflow and one outflow fractures). Thus flow dimension is a measure of the characteristics of channel intersec-723 

tions as a function of flow distance. In particular, flow dimension of less than one can occur if several parallel 724 

independent flow channels coalesce into one channel. With this conceptual picture, it is clear that flow dimen-725 

sion can be a function of scale. Thus, flow dimension may be one near an injection well in a region without 726 

channel intersections, as seen by early pressure data, but may become more than one in late-time pressure data 727 

covering a larger region where many channels begin to intersect each other. The value of flow dimension de-728 

pends on how intersections are distributed as a function of distance from the borehole where injection or pump-729 

ing is imposed. On the other hand, the special case of a persistent flow dimension of one may represent a long 730 

flow channel or several parallel non-intersecting channels over an extended distance. 731 

 A sparse channel model by definition is, then, a channel network in which the channel spacing is large rela-732 

tive to the observation scale (e.g., tunnel diameter), or is not too many times smaller than the size of the flow 733 

domain of interest. The determination of appropriateness of representing an in situ flow system by a sparse 734 

channel network model through site characterization data is not straightforward and deserves further studies. For 735 

example, how the different types of site characterization data, ranging from tunnel wall seepage observations to 736 

pressure and tracer tests, can be used to characterize the channel network needs careful study. As pointed out 737 
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earlier, the occurrence and density of channel or fracture intersections are important in understanding the flow 738 

properties of channel network. Recent work showed that the intersection density is a significant factor in deter-739 

mining the effective permeability of fractured rock (Leung and Zimmerman, 2012). Thus this quantity may also 740 

be a useful parameter to be estimated in site characterization. In addition, the study may need to include a clear 741 

view towards the ultimate uses of the channel network model thus developed. These uses may be for addressing 742 

some issues of concern related to waste repository performance. Hence it is recommended that a generic and 743 

systematic study should be done to develop a site characterization approach to obtain parameters of a channel 744 

network model as a function of the average channel spacing; i.e., from a situation of a dense to that of a sparse 745 

channel network. 746 

 The relationship and consistency of the characteristic of the channel network in fractured rock with its rock 747 

mechanical properties and the local stress field at depth are an area of research that have largely been neglected 748 

so far. The fact is that they are intimately related. Rock fractures at the deep subsurface are under large normal 749 

stress with the result that there will be closures with zero apertures over large areas of the fracture plane, giving 750 

rise to flow channelling.  Also, given the rock mechanical properties, the local aperture and permeability over the 751 

fracture plane of each of the fractures or channels, with its own orientation and shape, need to be consistent with 752 

the local 3D stress field. Furthermore, if there are changes in pore pressure or local stress field due to, e.g. its 753 

location near an excavated tunnel, water desaturation and resaturation, or overland glacier movements, the frac-754 

ture apertures may deform giving rise to changes in the geometry of the channel network.  755 

 Sparse-channel network models have been applied only to simulate flow around open tunnels, and the chan-756 

nel model developed by Moreno and Neretnieks (1993) has been applied with “non-sparse” parameters to model 757 

flow and solute transport experiments at Äspo. It may be very useful to apply the channel network model to the 758 

same site, but as a function of channel spacing or sparseness (properly calibrated against field data) to see the 759 

impact of repository-relevant issues as the channel network becomes more and more sparse. 760 
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